
History From Beginning To End: Native
American History
Origins and Early Civilizations

The origins of Native Americans are a complex and fascinating story. It is
estimated that the first people came to the Americas from Asia over a land
bridge that connected Siberia and Alaska during the last Ice Age. These
early settlers spread throughout the continent, developing diverse cultures
and civilizations.
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Some of the most notable Native American civilizations include the Anasazi
of the Southwest, the Mississippian culture of the Southeast, and the
Iroquois Confederacy of the Northeast. These civilizations built impressive
cities, developed complex systems of government and religion, and
achieved considerable agricultural and technological advancements.
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European Colonization

The arrival of European colonizers in the Americas had a profound impact
on Native American history. Beginning in the 15th century, European
explorers and settlers began to arrive in the Americas, seeking wealth and
land. The Native Americans who lived in these areas were often forced to
give up their land and resources, and they faced discrimination and
violence from the newcomers.

The European colonizers also brought with them new diseases, such as
smallpox and measles, which took a devastating toll on the Native
American population. By the 18th century, the Native American population
had been reduced by as much as 90%.

The United States and Native Americans

The formation of the United States in 1776 did not improve the situation for
Native Americans. The new government continued to expand westward,
taking land from Native American tribes. The United States also adopted a
policy of assimilation, which sought to force Native Americans to abandon
their traditional cultures and adopt the ways of white Americans.

In the 19th century, the United States government began to forcibly remove
Native Americans from their land and relocate them to reservations. This
process was often violent and traumatic, and it resulted in the deaths of
thousands of Native Americans.

Present-Day Issues

Native Americans continue to face many challenges today. They are more
likely than other Americans to live in poverty, experience health problems,



and be victims of crime. They also face discrimination in employment,
housing, and education.

However, Native Americans are also a vibrant and resilient people. They
have preserved their cultures and traditions, and they are working to
improve their lives and communities. Native Americans are also working to
raise awareness of their history and culture, and they are fighting for their
rights.

The history of Native Americans is a complex and often tragic story.
However, it is also a story of resilience and triumph. Native Americans have
survived centuries of oppression and discrimination, and they continue to
fight for their rights and their future.

We can all learn from the history of Native Americans. Their story teaches
us about the importance of respecting diversity, protecting human rights,
and working together to build a just and equitable world.
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Death's Second Chance: The Unbelievable
Story of Cris Yeager
On July 29, 2008, Cris Yeager was pronounced dead. But just minutes
later, he was revived by paramedics. He had spent more than 20 minutes
without a pulse...

From Ralphie Kids to Adolescents: The
Journey to Manhood
The transition from childhood to adolescence is a transformative period in
a boy's life. It is a time of rapid physical, emotional, and mental changes
that...
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